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.Reviewing a new 0 gauge train prod
uct is almost always a lot of fun, but 
reviewing one that modds a real train you 
frequently rode years ago is a special treat. 
"QU see, the prototypes for the new tradi

.)nally sized Pennsylvania-Reading 
Seashore Lines P70 coach and PB70 com
bine from Industrial Rail were part of my 
daily commute to and from Temple 
University in Philadelphia. 

In 1: 1 scale. the P70 and PB70 cars 
were standard over the entire Pennsylvania 
Railroad system, which included the 
Pennsy's partially owned PRSL subsidiary. 
Personally, I found the P70s comfortable 
riding even if, after detraining, I had to 
brush off the engine's soot and cinders that 

blew in through the car's open windows. 
Although commuting by rail in the steam 
era had its romances, it sure had its detrac
tions, too. 

Ow sample cars for this review were 
packaged in a pair of 2-packs, each with a 
coach and combine. One pack contained the 
prototypically numbered 9930 coach and 
9910 combine with the other having coach 
9936 and combine 9909. To lengthen the 
train, a single matching coach is also avail
able. Other road names in this first release 
of the IR cars are the Pennsylvania, Great 
Northern, and Santa Fe. 

Additionally, Atlas 0 offers this same 
coach and combine pair in several 
Industrial Rail starter sets that also include 

the 4-4-2 Atlantic reviewed in this issue. 
One of these sets is the PRSL Atlantic City 
Express. Each set contains an Atlas SO-watt 
transformer, sections of Industrial Rail 
roadbed track for a 40N x SON oval, power 
wires, smoke fluid, and a starter guide. 

Construction and Features 

The new IR coach and combine are 
traditionally sized and realistically propor
tioned for operation on tight tinplate 
curves. Overall length of each car between 
the molded-in diaphragms is IS-1I2H plus 
3/SH additional for each of the thumbtack 
style of operating die-cast couplers . 
Coupled together, a half inch separates the 
two cars. Width is 2_1/4N with a height of 
3-1I4H from the rails to the roof, excluding 
the S/3r tall roof vents. Weight is in the 
respectable range of 1 lb 5 07.. 

Details ofdoors, handrails, hand brake 
chains, and car end diaphragms are 
molded into the one-piece plastic body. 
The few separate details on the body are 
the hand brake wheel and roof vents. 
Passenger steps are also separate moldings, 
but the stirrups under the baggage doors 
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and the baggage end ofthe combine are 
part of the body. Molded clear plastic 
windows are realistically inset, with 
frosted windows defining the lavatories 
at each vestibule end of the cars. 

The body molding captures the 
quintessence of the real heavyweight 
steel coaches. River detail is profUse as 
well as sharp, and the paint does not 
mute any of this. Faultless aptly 
describes the application ofsatin finish 
Pennsy Tuscan red and black paint as 
well as the crisp PRSL lenering and the 
pinstripe trim above and below the 
windows. 

Inside is a row of seats for each 
coach window, with partitions separat
ing the vestibules and the combine's 
baggage compartment from the coach 
section. However, no partitions exist 
between the lavatories and coach, pos
sibly to contain costs. Seats inside the 
combine face the vestibule instead of 

the baggage compartment, which I 
found somewhat odd. The baggagt 
compartment normally faces the front 
of the train, so this configuration puts 
the passengers riding backwards. I took 
the baggage car apart to see if I could 
easily reverse the seat molding without 
any drilling or trimming, but no joy. 

Underneath each car, separate 
tanks and banery boxes mount to the 
plastic floor. These details are recessed 
slightly for adequate clearance with tin
plate switch motors, such as those on 
Lionel 022 switches. Also under the 
floor are separately molded brake 
appliances of the triple valve, reservoir, 
and cylinder. 

The die-cast two-axle trucks have 
the PRR's unique outside bolsters, a 
detaill was surprised and pleased to see 
on these moderate-cost models of the 
PRSL cars. In typical Atlas 0 fashion, 
me uucks on cars decorated in other 

names have the appropriate side 4-4-2 and were a perfect match to the 

frames. Also in the classic Atlas 0 
design philosophy ofcommon compo
nents for both 3-rail and 2-rail models, 
axle bushings on one side of the P70 
truck are bronze, with electrically insu
lating plastic bushings on the other 
side. A small drop of plastic-compati
rl~ oil-I use Labelle 107-on the axle 

nals and the pickup roller pins pre
pared each truck for operation. 

At Trackside 
When running behind just about 

any traditionally sized st~, fust g~
eration diesel, or electriC locomonve, 
the Industrial Rail passenger cars are 
the starS of the train. They looked good 
behind the Industrial Rail PRSL E6 

sitt and PRR K4 sryling ofmy postWar 
Lionel 675. Over several cumulative 
hours of running, the cars never 
derailed or pulled a coupler open. 
Initially, the sintered iron wheels 
seemed to drag somewhat, which is not 
unusual with new rolling stock, but 
they polished fairy quickly against the 
rails with a resulting noticeable 
decrease in rolling resistance. 

Atlas advertises the cars for opera
tion on curves down to 036, which 
they negotiat~easily. Out ofcuriosiry, I 
also ran them through 031 curves and 
saw no problems at all. Of course the 
cars have a lot ofoverhang to the inside 
of these tight curves given the 10-3/4N 
between the truck pivots. 

The overhead lighting in each car 



l009910A or 1009910B PRSL 
Coach-Combine 2-Pack 

uses a series ofsoft white LEOs mat 

Retail price: $129.90 

1009911 PRSLCoacb 

Retail price: $64.95 

1009200-1 PRSLAdantic City 
Express Starter Set 

Retail price: $299.95 

Available at Atlas 0 dealers; 
_.atIaso.com 

have a measured current draw of 
0.3 amps at 12 volts-mat's a cool 
3.6 wattS of power consumed per 
car. Wim mis unusually low current 
draw, a uain of three cars with me 
IR 4-4-2 at the point used less man 
20 watts total, which is less power 
than most 0 gauge locomotives 
consume running deadheaded. 

At Ute End of the Run 

With mis review planned for 
srreraI months, arrival and unpack
log of the Indusuial Rail passenge 
CIrS proved to be an exciting event 
for m e. Ed Boyle had . already 

. my expectations for the cars 
because he saw preproduction 
models during his recent trip to 

Ad:as 0 in Hillside, New Jersey. But 
eren with his glowing words about 
~ the cars exceeded myexpec
tations on all poinrs. I recommend 
them for me operator of tradition
ally sized 0 gauge trains along wim 
my highest accolade. I've put the IR 
passenger cars inro' year-round serv
ice on the editorial CCRR ,. 

http:atIaso.com

